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'FILLING' ANXIOUS AT THE DENTIST'S CELL REGROWTH FOR A NEW SMILE

by Jae-LLane Ditchburn

Some people are afraid to visit the dentist. For them, visits to the dentist are associated with feelings of anxiety of having to open their mouths for a relative stranger to examine and worse, use what looks like a sharp instrument to drill holes into their teeth.
People who experience dental anxiety also tend to skip attending their dental appointments, delay in seeking treatment or simply avoid it altogether. Fear associated with dental treatment is ranked as both the fifth most common and fifth most intense fear and phobia in the general population.

Increased dental anxiety associated with stimuli or physical sensations has been reported in people undergoing dental procedures such as “feeling the drill in the mouth.” A higher number of decayed tooth surfaces, tooth decay and missing teeth along with a lower number of tooth fillings or functional teeth are more commonly seen in people with high dental fear compared to those with low dental fear. Interestingly, a study found no differences in caries prevalence between these groups of high and lower dental fear. This suggests that we are all at risk of dental caries that can occur in tooth enamel, dentin, surface, and pit and fissures. Perceived levels of dental anxiety also vary with different dental treatments, for instance, tooth extraction has perceived to be the most fearful yet the occurrence of dental anxiety in patients persists regardless of whether they have had previous experience in endodontic treatment or previous experience in pain in the treated tooth. This brings us to the question of having good teeth. What if our
teeth and gums are always healthy to enable every dental visit to become pleasant and “drill”-free?

**What can we do to have good dental health?**

Maintaining good oral care and hygiene will help to keep our teeth and gums as healthy as possible and avoid tooth decay. Avoiding sugary and starchy food and drinks will help prevent tooth decay. Regular brushing with a fluoride toothpaste or using floss and an interdental brush at least once a day also helps. Adopting a healthier lifestyle such as not smoking or avoiding excessive alcohol consumption may prevent further tooth caries. Community water fluoridation is also effective in reducing tooth decay 11,12.

**Risk of tooth loss in our lifetime**
While dental caries and periodontal disease are two major causes for poor oral health, tooth loss often occurs because of injury or disease, rather than because of ageing. For example, inflammation from periodontitis can cause soft tissue pockets or crevices between the gums and the tooth root. Following this, loosening of teeth may occur with occasional pain, problems with chewing, and eventually lead to tooth loss 13. In addition, tooth enamel can also chip and crack. If this happens, its function to insulate our teeth from chemicals or changes in temperature will be impaired.

Growing back our teeth

The idea of cell regeneration of human teeth is an exciting one. Sharks’ teeth appear in rows similar to a harvesting machine with many rows of blades. In fact, sharks have multiple rows of teeth inside their jaw which constantly regrow so that a corresponding tooth in a row behind one
that has dropped out will move forward to replace it. What is amazing is that the gums of the shark support and carry each tooth just like a conveyor belt.

In studying a small species of shark known as the catshark (Scyliorhinus canicula), researchers found special compartments of stem cells within the epithelial cells that line the sharks’ mouths. These stem cells that generate from within the compartments enable continuous tooth regrowth in the catshark 14. Similar functions of regrowth are also reported in renal stem cells in sharks where existing stem cells are induced to form new glomeruli when there is a loss of renal tissue 15. What is unique about stem cells is their ability to multiply and transform into cells which serve different functions in the body. There is a huge potential for stem cells to be used in regenerative medicine or living cell therapies.

**Promoting stem cells to regrow teeth**

Low power light (LPL) treatment, otherwise known as laser treatment or low-level laser therapy is not new 16,17. Laser treatment has been used to reduce pain and inflammation 18 and to promote wound healing 19,20. Researchers in Korea used a lower power laser to see if this would stimulate the growth of human dental stem cells to form dentin 21. To do this, human dental stem cells were given laser treatment at various pulses. After 21 days, results showed that there was indeed the growth of dentin from the human dental stem cells. The researchers found that the laser treatment had stimulated cellular activity associated with oxygen-reactive species and mitochondrias, which in turn triggered a transforming growth factor that signalled the human dental stem cells to form dentin. This shows that laser treatment can help to promote repair or healing by
stimulating cellular pathways in stem cells. Being able to grow new dentin is definitely a good idea.

After their successful trial using two animal models, scientists in China conducted a clinical trial on implanting human deciduous pulp stem cells into the injured teeth of dental patients. After twelve months, they found that pulp tissue equipped with blood vessels and sensory nerves had indeed regenerated. Furthermore, there were increases in the length of the root and reduction at the apical foramen, the point at which where the nerve and blood vessels enter the root of a tooth. This research is encouraging because it shows that implanting tooth stem cells may help in the recovery of injured teeth.

The best thing indeed, is to have the ability to grow new teeth. Although treatment for growing new teeth is not available yet, research in this area is continuous and expanding. So meanwhile, before this happens, we should look after our teeth. Once we are adults, we only possess one set of teeth which should be kept healthy so that we can maintain a good quality of life.
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